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Abstract 
One of the challenges that has bedevilled today's society, is the total relegation of women to the 
background in the scheme of things. This is also reflected in films. Feminist scholars, critics and 
women's movements have relentlessly challenged the stereotypical representations of women in 
films all over the world, criticizing their depictions as subordinates, emotional cripples, sex-
starved spinsters, housewives and psychotics. Despite the efforts to locate a lasting solution, the 
discrimination still lingers on. The contributions of women towards development in every 
society if given a more collaborative inclusive environment are immense. This is even so, 
especially in recent times that call for desperate measures to ending the global economic 
recession. It is against this backdrop that this study intends to identify how some films are 
helping or have helped in the redirection and construction of the gender roles of women that will 
lead to alleviating the economic recession, using the Telenovela, Husband for Hire. The study 
adopts the qualitative method of research using content analysis to identify how these films have 
redefined the position and roles of women as well as their capabilities. The findings of the study 
revealed that films are potent tools for creating and reinforcing images of reality and gender roles 
that can help in the solutions required for curbing the recent economic recession. Hence, it was 
recommended that there is the need for reconstruction of content to achieve better portrayals of 
women and to highlight hard-work as well as the creation of films that reinforce ‘less ego' for 
men and a more collaborative inclusive environment for women to foster better development. 
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Introduction 
Economic Recession is one major challenge the world is facing currently. Economists 
describe the situation as: "A state where a country's economy is not growing; rather, economic 
activities are on the decline and people are living in hunger and abject penury." Various 
governments, bodies, and institutions have been working tirelessly to identify various ways to 
contend this present economic reality. Sadly, Nigeria is facing this same economic reality. 
Analysts have identified some developments to confirm that Nigeria is sharing in this same fate - 
recession. The evidences according to the experts as quoted by Ayakoroma in a paper delivered 
at the at the 2017 edition of the World Theatre Day, in Abuja are as follows: 
 Massive job losses in banks and financial institutions;  
 Inability of State governments to pay workers' salaries; 
 Federal Government borrowing to fund annual budget;  
 Nigerian companies recording massive losses;  
 Imminent increase in fuel price;  
 Foreign airlines (14 to be precise) exiting from the country's aviation market due to 
unfavourable business climate;  
 South Africa overtaking Nigeria as Africa's biggest economy;  
 The nation's currency, Naira, plummeting in the foreign exchange market;  
 Drastic cut or outright shut-down of oil production; and  
 Nigerian officials going cap-in-hand to beg for investors abroad.  
 
How did we get here? Various reasons have been proffered by analysts as to why Nigeria 
especially is in this situation. The reasons range from leadership deficit, massive corruption, 
national security challenges, overdependence on oil, plummeting prices of oil in the global 
market, falling value of the Naira in the Forex market, reduced foreign earnings, bilateral trade 
deficit, to the breakdown of the value system, and so on. The rate of inflation, foreign exchange 
rate, lending rates, interest rates, food prices, transport, power, among others, have all 
skyrocketed. Crime rate has also taken a hike as hunger and starvation linger on. 
The Nigerian government nevertheless has embarked on different approaches to contend 
this challenge. Some of which include different intervention measures to strengthen the Naira 
and alternative sources of income for the polity which comprise investment in Agriculture. 
Various economists and scholars have also propounded other ways to contend this harsh reality. 
But women have been relegated to the background in the scheme of things. Although her image 
may be salutary and dignified, the roles ascribed to her centre around those of housekeeping and 
mothering (Evwierhoma 48). The woman is discouraged from working hard to contribute to 
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womanhood and to society at large. This places high demand on men; stifles development and 
further sinking into recession. In order to achieve lasting results in contending recession women 
have to be brought to the front burner. A more collaborative and inclusive environment for 
women has to be created. Unless this is done, lasting results cannot be achieved. The 
contributions and resources of women are needed in this fight against the current harsh economic 
realities. It is in continuation of the discourse on ways to address this anomaly that this paper is 
premised. Against this backdrop, this paper, therefore, examines a feminist approach as an option 
in contending the present global economic recession especially as it affects Nigeria. The paper is 
to examine how the deconstruction and reconstruction of gender roles in films can help in ending 
the current pressing economic condition and contributing to general development. This is done 
using the film, Husband for Hire. 
The film is a unique means of communication. It has visual bias and gives a high level of 
universal appeal and impact. It is a means of education and entertainment, socialization, 
information and mobilizations. More than any other means of mass communication, films can be 
used as tools to promote positive transformation, deconstruct and reconstruct mindsets and 
eventually end the present economic recession. This study therefore uses and recommends 
Husband for Hire (2013-14) as a paradigm for gender roles in films.  
 
Definition of Key Concepts 
 Feminist: An action or a person relating to or supporting feminism. By supporting 
feminism we mean actions that try to achieve change by helping women to get equal 
opportunities and treatment. 
 Approach: The method adopted or steps taken in setting about a job, task, situation, 
problem as well as the means used or followed in accomplishing a goal. 
 Option: The act of choosing; something or course of action chosen or available as a 
choice.  
 Contending: From the verb contend, it means to struggle in rivalry with hardship or 
difficulty. It means battling with opposing or debilitating forces, under very uncertain 
conditions.  
 Economic recession: A state where a country's economy is not growing; rather, 
economic activities are on the decline and people are living in hunger and abject penury. 
 Telenovela: A soap opera produced in and televised in or from Spanish or Latin 
American countries. 
 Paradigm: A model or very clear and typical example or pattern of something.  
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Literature Review/Theoretical Framework  
 
This study is anchored on Gerbner's cultivation theory and the critical feminist film line 
of critical thinking. The more people are exposed to the images and roles portrayed by the media 
the more they will accept the roles being portrayed as their roles in society. Gender analysts and 
women groups argue that the way any gender perceived itself and was perceived was ineluctably 
shaped by the way in which images were constructed and communicated to the population at 
large. According to them, these images reinforce dominant ideologies of gender difference, 
perpetuate and entrench them in the minds of subsequent generations. The ‘cultivation theory', 
based on Gerbner's ‘cultivation hypothesis' explains the level of influence of images portrayed in 
films on society. The theory holds that the more people are exposed to the mass media, 
especially film, the more they will come to believe that the real world is like the one they 
observe. This theory of media effects views the media as moulders of society and argues that the 
message of the media especially film products with persistent exposure to it leads to its adoption 
as a consensual view of society says McQuail. Thus the more women are exposed to images that 
reflect what they ought to do as part of efforts on their part to contend economic recession the 
more they will see those roles as the natural and ideal roles and necessary steps to take. They 
will, therefore, emulate these roles and strive to contribute more. 
Similarly, the critical feminist line of critical thinking as stated by Itayavyar & Obianuju  
is a theory that emphasises total change towards the plight and essence of the woman (20). This 
theory inadvertently implores all to see the need to support the course of the woman's 
emancipation. This school of thought stresses the importance of liberating the woman to include 
creating a better society, values and development. The argument further buttresses that 
developing the woman will lead to developing the world. According to them, the theory of 
feminism as a theory of change holds that the long-established myths and even jokes that 
misrepresent or downgrade women should be abolished to allow room for a new and better 
socialization process in the society which will not deny women their rightful position in society. 
This, therefore, calls for a more collaborative and inclusive environment for women in the 
scheme of things. 
 
On Feminism 
 
The term feminism first appeared in France in the 1880s, Great Britain in the 1890s in the 
United States in 1910. It was the UK Daily News that first introduced "Feminism" to the English 
Language, importing it from France and branding it as dangerous (Idegu 74). The term is one of 
the broad literary criticisms in literature. Defining the concept is rather tasking owing to its vast 
dimension, and acceptability of a singular concept is lacking. However, various authors and 
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various schools of thoughts as well as feminist elites have made their submissions clear on what 
feminism is as follows. Joseph says that "feminism is a worldwide ideology and political 
movement directed at existing power relations between men and women in patriarchal society" 
(161). She further stresses that "feminism is a kind of criticism which is the struggle of women 
emancipation and men in such society hide under the disguise of male supremacy to subjugate 
women by a system of sex role stereotyping". There is, of course, no denying the existence of 
extreme feminism since there are those women who abhor anything male. Some of these women 
who get pregnant and are diagnosed as carrying a male foetus have proceeded to abort the 
pregnancy. Some women, in this category, even refuse to marry as they see every male/female 
relationship as a form of oppression or patriarchal manipulation. Therefore, we must emphasize 
that every movement, every ideology harbours extremists, even the abhorrent. We note, 
however, that minor departures from the mainstream should not be used to characterize or judge 
the entire movement or ideology. Liberal feminism advocates the equality of men and women 
through political and legal reform. It aims "the eradication of institutional bias and 
implementations of fairer laws towards women" (Comparative analysis of Emecheta's...). The 
attributes of the liberal form include: focus on women's ability to show and maintain their 
equality through their own actions and choices, it looks at the personal interaction of men and 
women as the starting ground from which to transform society into a more gender equitable 
place and it projects genders complementarity (Comparative analysis of Emecheta's...). Despite 
challenges and sufferings, the women in this school of thought remain strong, assertive and 
doubtful in their relationship with the other sex and do all they have to do to succeed. 
In the same vein, Phillips describes feminism as it relates to women as: 
 
           The freedom to decide her destiny, freedom from society's oppressive  
restrictions: freedom to express her thoughts fully and convert them  
freely into action. Feminism demands the acceptance of women's  
right to individual conscience and judgement. It postulates that  
women's essential worth stems from her common humanity and  
does not depend on another relationship of her life (68). 
 
From this definition, it can be deduced that the aim of feminism actually is not to benefit 
any specific group of women or class of women. It does not privilege women over men. On the 
contrary, it is a movement that has power to transform the whole society in a meaningful way 
(Obiadegwu 93). Umukoro in the "Foreword" to Evwierhoma's Female Empowerment and 
Dramatic Creativity in Nigeria, sets the definition of feminism which this paper adopts when he 
says, "Feminism does not reside in the gender of the author but in the content and context of the 
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created piece, as well as in the overall artistic principles or creative philosophy. Hence, some of 
the more passionate feminists may be found among the male writers, while many female writers 
are unrepentant champions of patriarchal hegemony," (vii). Umukoro goes further to posit that, 
"Feminism…is a multilateral ideology with differing shades, brands and facets to it. Such 
qualifiers as ‘female', ‘feminine' and ‘womanist' connote a variety of philosophical standpoints 
and ideological objectives which define specific brands and modes of feminism," (viii).  
Following from the above, we recognize the fact that feminism is not a strictly feminine concern 
but embraces all those who frown at and condemn all forms of negative treatment of women by 
whosoever.   
The Nigerian Woman and Present Realities 
Nigerian women have faced countless experiences in navigating through several 
hindrances that have confronted them. The "culture of patriarchy, male chauvinism and anarchy 
has undermined the rights of women" and the consequence of this," is in the exploitation and 
marginalisation of women in the affairs of development both at the private and public spheres" 
(Abdul, et al). In most cultures, despite the change impacted on the woman by modernization, 
the woman is still largely marginalized. Apparently, the feminists' manifestos have not really 
yielded the desired results. Women still wallow in the problem of discernment. The exploitation 
of women is in different forms; various cultural practices exist that imply male dominance over 
women. This has tended to give her male counterpart an advantage of leading in most if not all 
the social affairs, especially those that are public. This may have confined the woman to a 
smaller space than that of the man, while the man could explore public as well as more 
challenging avenues of life (Evwierhoma 48). The imbalance in gender treatment and assignment 
of roles is still very much alive. According to Amobi in her Audience Interpretation of the 
representation of women in Nigerian Nollywood films, this imbalance dates back to the pre-
colonial era; it is rooted and continues to thrive in the African traditional culture, Christianity and 
Islamic religion (2). These institutions all preach submissiveness on the part of women. 
Traditional African society has specified clearly different roles for men and women and both 
sexes grow up knowing exactly what society requires of them. "This division of labour finds 
expression in a definition of masculine and feminine qualities; transmitted, reinforced and 
rearticulated by the different institutions of society" (Mattelart 66). As boys herded their stock, 
hunted and went fishing, girls would fetch water, firewood, cooked, nursed the sick and took 
care of the young and aged. The boys would eventually become husbands performing the 
functions expected of them by society and the girls would become wives- both performing 
functions according to the norms of society but not necessarily to suit their individual 
aspirations.  While society places the woman in the home, specifically in the kitchen, it places 
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the man in the hunting and fighting fields, both playing these roles thrust on them towards the 
success of society (Amobi 2). Boys are groomed to be strong, hardworking and wise so that they 
would take care of their wives, children and society. Girls, on the other hand, are groomed to be 
hardworking and submissive so that they would find good husbands who would take good care 
of them. In other words, it was not up to them (women) to make their lives successful but up to 
their future husbands and this notion robs them of the initiative, ambition and creativity to make 
a choice which would make a difference (Amobi 3). Haskell states thus:  
 
How ironic that it was in the security of this enlarged image of  
himself an image provided by wives, or more often mothers, that  
men went forth to fight, conquer, legislate, create and women stayed  
home without so much as a room of her own, her only fulfilment,  
and the hope of bearing a son to whom she could pass on the  
notion of male superiority (Cited in Amobi 3). 
 
Thus, largely from the outset women are brought up to rely on men. Gender inequality 
thus keeps women at a disadvantage all their lives and stifles development prospects of their 
societies. Continuing along this line will not only hinder development but will make us remain in 
recession. We need to be prepared for the future in ways that include the contributions of 
women. If we do not, this will result in negative consequences for our economy such as 
overdependence on men and their resources which are not enough. Thus, women need to be 
developed and be encouraged to start striving to contribute not just as doting mothers, obedient 
daughters or wives to men. Let us look at a scenario: In the 20
th
 century, over 100 million people 
died due to cigarette-related causes; if cigarettes caused cancer a week after people start smoking 
then that never would have happened. It would have been easy for people to believe that 
connection (Buonomano). But because it takes time for the effects to appear, people take it for 
granted. We cannot take for granted having women in the equation required to be out of 
recession. Thus, feminists must necessarily come together to fight for what they believe since no 
class willingly hands over power to another devoid of a struggle. Anyanwu and Ibagere contend 
that if equality must exist women must get to work just like men do. In their words: 
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If women, on the other hand, are saying that what is good for the  
goose is equally good for the gander, quite so, but they must have to  
work for it just like everyone else. Barrack Obama did not enter the  
White House by virtue of being a man, let alone a black man. He worked  
for it and so must men and women work for whatsoever they need, equal  
or unequal rights (116-117). 
 
On Film  
In a world where feature films increasingly provide the" common ground" of 
information, symbols and ideas for most social groups, women's representation in films helps to 
keep them in a place of relative powerlessness says Gallagher in his book Gender setting: New 
agenda for media monitoring and advocacy. This has to be reversed if the contributions of 
women are to be acknowledged.  
More than any other means of mass communication, films can be used as tools to 
promote or hinder positive social transformation. These powerful instruments for creating and 
reinforcing images of reality, which according to Gerbner, Gross, Morgan and Signorielli   rivals 
and supersedes religion in its power to change perceptions, is a means of education and 
entertainment, socialisation, information and mobilizations. As earlier iterated, the visual bias of 
film gives it a high level of universal appeal and impact. What the audience watch has a 
profound influence on them as individuals. These, in turn, affect the orientation they have of 
their own perception of reality and culture. The implication of this is that long-standing exposure 
to relatively uniform gender sensitive film messages will gradually but surely change people's 
perceptions about the roles of and capabilities of women in society. 
In many countries, film production continues to be male-dominated, manipulated by 
commercial interests through their portrayal of women as sex objects, as a group that plays a 
secondary role to men, objects of male gaze, male sexuality and male violence.  However, these 
negative images of women and male domination are apparent in Nigerian films. The movies 
perpetuate sex-role stereotypes and reflect the patriarchal social values dominant in Nigerian 
society, which amounts to what Tuchman calls the "symbolic annihilation of women" (Cited in 
Strinati's An Introduction to Theories of Popular Culture). Continuous representations like these 
will further deplete what little image, reputation and position that women have managed to gain 
for themselves over the years.  
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Practical Realities 
We believe the Nigerian nation is in its current situation because of lack of divestment in 
other sources of income and over-dependence on the oil as well as over-dependence on the 
government. Everyone wants to partake of the ‘national cake,' no one wants to give to the 
system. Continuous collection from the system if not addressed will and must always lead to 
recession because, when you keep collecting from the system without replenishing, one day it 
will dry out. It is however sad to note that when it comes to taking from the system women stand 
in the north-pole. Women have been trained to stay on the sidelines; they do not work hard to 
contribute to themselves and to society, they anxiously wait for the men to get resources then 
they will collect from the men. Even when they work, while the men seek challenging jobs to 
enable them to get the finances to cater for the home and remain relevant in society, women seek 
not so challenging jobs to enable them to take care of their wifely and mothering roles. Those 
that try to seek parity in their work with men are frowned at by society. What is acceptable is a 
woman at the laid back position. Men also like it so because this gives them an automatic 
weapon to lead in the patriarchal society that exists. Nonetheless, this places undue pressure on 
the men and stifles development.  
To get out of this situation all hands must be on deck. This is to say, women must  step 
out from being just housewives and mothers who take up menial jobs that have little or no 
significance. They have to step out and start making things happen rather than waiting for things 
to happen to them. Step out from being the ones waiting to be given to being givers. 
There is no greater resource than purchasing power in a country says Drucker (30). 
Women need to have purchasing power in these recent times. Without purchasing power they 
will continue to depend solely on men and men will sink further into recession. Just as there are 
many interconnected and overlapping causes behind economic recession, the solutions required 
are just as complex and unique to each country's individual circumstances.  Countries must grow 
their economies inclusively so that everyone benefits; they must invest in their people, and they 
must ensure that those who have left poverty do not fall back into it (World Bank Group, Annual 
Report). Stressing inclusiveness of women has to be part of this development and there must be 
efforts for us not to go back into this recession when we get out of it. If women do not have 
finances and develop the attitude of working hard, we will return back to recession even when 
we have seemingly come out of it. This is because overdependence on men will place so much 
strain on the men and the pendulum will still tilt to one side as resources are not evenly spread. 
We, therefore, recommend the use of film as a medium to reach out to society as the film has 
been known to function effectively in deconstruction, reorientation and reconstruction of 
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mindsets. The Mexican Telenovela Husband for Hire particularly as a paradigm for film 
producers and the government at large in advocacy campaigns is therefore discussed. 
 
Synopsis of Husband for Hire 
 
Husband for Hire (Marido en Alquiler) tells the story of Griselda Carrasco a single parent 
of three as she navigates through life. She is a strong and determined woman who works as a 
handyman to support her family. Griselda is a tough fighter with a sense of purpose and focus. 
She works extremely hard to give her two sons, daughter and grandson whatever they need on 
her own. 
Having been abandoned by her husband Jose Salinas who supposedly got lost at sea for 
fifteen years; she considers herself a widow and believes his presence would not make any 
impact or difference in her life and the lives of her children even if he were to be around. She 
believes he would rather complicate things. This is proven in the second part of the series when 
Jose Salinas returns.  
In the course of her work, Griselda meets the lead actor Reinaldo Ibarra a very 
hardworking and honest man who is married to Theresa Cristina, an adopted daughter of the 
Palmers whose biological mother was a maid in the Palmers' mansion. Theresa Cristina is an 
extremely class-conscious and materialistic woman who has a dark side that involves killing 
anyone who stands in her way. She makes Reinaldo very unhappy with her lifestyle and multiple 
forms of manipulation. He becomes fascinated with Griselda's strength and spirit. Griselda also 
is emotionally drawn to Renaldo. They fall in love and start a relationship after Reinaldo's 
separation from Theresa Cristina. Outraged by this happening, Theresa Cristina goes on an all-
out war against Griselda and things take a dangerous turn. She tries to have Griselda's children 
killed. But all attempts are unsuccessful though Griselda suffers multiple damages on various 
occasions.  
Theresa Cristina also engages in a relationship with Jose Salinas as pay back and to 
satisfy her animalistic instincts. Still consumed with jealousy and desire to payback she would 
not leave Griselda and her family in peace. She kidnaps Griselda but Jose Salinas reveals the 
location to Antonio, his and Griselda's son. She is saved with the help of Reinaldo, Patricia and 
others. Theresa Cristina and Jose Salinas try to escape in Salinas's boat during a thunderstorm 
and meet their deaths at sea by drowning and a strike from thunder respectively.  
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Thematic Preoccupations and Elements Presented in Husband for Hire  
 
The Telenovela, Husband for Hire, celebrates the importance of self-reliance and 
independence and the need for women not to see the institution of marriage as one of 
dependence. This is especially so as the likelihood of disappointment is high exemplified by the 
person of Jose Salinas. It extols and portrays the gains from hard-work, dedication and 
excellence as revealed from the characters of Griselda, Paloma and Esther, who display 
commitment to family by shouldering the responsibilities without reliance on their men. These 
three women do not compromise work for any reason not even sentiments, fear or shame can 
make them abandon their work and go begging. They do whatever it takes to advance their 
causes and be successful. They work very hard and they are relevant to themselves, their families 
and to society at large; this, results in total development. It is pertinent at this point to analyse 
some of the characters with the required traits that are important to this study. 
In the character of Griselda Carrasco (Sonya Smith) we see a fighter, a hardworking and 
humble woman who is dedicated to working as a handyman to keep a family of three children 
and one grandchild after her husband is lost at sea. Even with the challenges that come her way, 
she does not at any point lose her sense of purpose or focus. She continuously focuses on her 
goal; which is to help as much as she can, improve herself and to give her children the best. 
Despite the challenges Griselda faces, she does not let her job suffer nor is she unable to 
live up to expectations. She also does not get carried away by her feelings for Reinaldo, as she at 
every time is focused and dedicated to her duties. This is so much unlike most women especially 
in Africa; to these women, finding a man is their ultimate goal. As soon as they fall in-love 
nothing else matters so much. They also have the mindset that the man ought to start fending for 
them and their families. 
Shortly after meeting Reinaldo, Griselda wins a lottery that makes her rich and famous. 
She invests the money she wins in her handy man business, expanding and employing more 
women to join her in the business. She gives the business a corporate outlook.  
Griselda is hurt when her son Antonio is ashamed of her as his mother because of the 
way she dresses for her "Husband for Hire" (handyman) business but this does not make her 
change who she is to please her son or others. She is hurt but continues diligently with her work 
as that is what she relies on to cater for herself and family which includes payment of Antonio's 
fees that are not covered by his scholarship.  
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Like they say preparation + opportunity = Luck, Griselda's lot is changed when she wins 
the lottery but she was prepared for this opportunity that comes to her because she already has a 
business that she uses the money to improve. She does not start from scratch.  
Some women have husbands like Jose Antonio in real life. These men are not able to help 
themselves nor their families let alone society at large. At other times a woman may find herself 
alone with her kids either due to a separation, divorce or even death; if she is not armed with the 
necessary tools required to cope she finds life unbearable and continues to depend on friends, 
relatives and the system to take care of her and her kids. This is not the way out of recession. 
With more women in this state, the further a country and the world at large will sink into 
recession because they are only collecting and not contributing, therefore, in no time at all, things 
will tilt towards "south". Reason being that, there are not enough resources. 
Also highlighted are Griselda's strong sense of morals and unwillingness to take short 
cuts or cheat. This is one virtue required, as one of the reasons identified especially for Nigeria 
being in an economic recession is corruption; Griselda is thus a great character to emulate. 
  We also see Griselda's daughter María Amalia Salinas Carrasco (Ana Carolina Grajales) 
as she works hard to contribute in her own little way to her family and society. She has her own 
cosmetics business where she sells creams and other items. She is not carried away by her 
mother's new status. She continues to operate her business to help herself and the home in her 
own little way and the customers that need the products she sells. Just like Amalia, Patricia 
Ibarra Palmer (Kimberly Dos Ramos), Theresa Cristina and Reinaldo's daughter who is in the 
University; despite her parents' success she still works to see herself through college. Although 
not clearly stated where she works, but it is suggested in her conversations with Antonio her 
boyfriend that she works and that she does not depend on her parents for her upkeep. 
This is the line everyone should tow if we want a way out of recession. Every woman has 
a unique potential that the world needs to make it a better place, thus like Amalia and Patricia, 
every woman should be encouraged to use her potentials to contribute to development. When 
everyone male or female contributes in their own little way, an improved economy as against 
depletion will be ensured. That is to say, the cumulative effect of everyone contributing to the 
system will bring positive results. 
Paloma Ramos (Dad Dage) Theresa Christina's cousin just like Griselda, is hardworking 
and self-reliant as well. She owns a hotel/boarding house and a coffee shop at the beach. She is 
totally dedicated to her business as well as upright and just in her dealings. She is not swayed by 
love, emotions, and does not wait to get married and be taken care of by a man. Her emotions are 
one thing, her business is another thing. She strives by herself. But unlike Paloma her mother Iris 
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does not like to work. Just like most women, Iris wishes to be taken care of by others. She wants 
to reap where she did not sow. She continuously blackmails Theresa Cristina to get money to go 
by. She also at some point attempts to sell information to Griselda in exchange for cash. This is 
what happens when you are not gainfully or willing to be employed.  
Similarly, Esther Salas (Sandra Destenave) is a fashion designer who is extremely good 
at her designing job. She is once married to Juan Pablo Palmer, Theresa Christina's brother, a 
famous fashion designer and both run a fashion line together but are separated due to Esther's 
need for a child and Pablo does not. Esther leaves Pablo and goes ahead to mother a daughter 
through advanced scientific innovations with the help of the fertility doctor, Alba Perkins. This 
process results in various challenges and a lawsuit but she stands her ground and wins custody of 
her daughter. 
The birth of her daughter does not deter her from working. She goes back to Juan Pablo 
to negotiate part ownership of the brand in exchange for the contribution of her skills and 
expertise but to work from home while the baby is still tender. This arrangement works perfectly 
fine and everyone is happy in the union. 
Her relationship with Gabriel and his jealousy do not make her abandon her work. She 
does not depend on Juan Pablo, her ex-husband or Gabriel her new lover, for emotional support 
or her upkeep. She is independent and fends for herself. 
Furthermore, in the character of Dr Alba Perkins (Sandra Eicher) we see absolute 
commitment to excellence and a deeper commitment in service to humanity. Alba is a Fertility 
Doctor who is committed to helping women and men who have issues in the ability to conceive, 
father and mother children. She is committed to excellence, dedicated and focused at all times. 
She is not carried away by emotions or sentiments and operates within the confines of the law. 
This is especially portrayed when after helping Esther mother a child with a cross between her 
late brother's sperm and an egg donated by Beatriz Lobo (Ahrid Hannaley). When Beatriz find's 
out Esther's child is a product of her egg and Alba's late brother who was until his death her 
boyfriend, she decides to lay claim to the child using force, the law and the media. But Alba does 
not get carried away; she protects Esther and stands by the truth. At the end, Beatriz realises she 
is wrong to go after the child as she made a free donation so did her late boyfriend and Esther 
had full rights as the mother of the child as in accordance with the law. 
In the character of Celeste Porras (Maite Embil) we see a total transformation from a 
helpless and dependent wife to a strong and resourceful woman. Celeste is Manuel Porra's wife - 
Theresa Cristina's driver. She is maltreated by Manuel (Victor Corona) when she has no job and 
totally depends on him. He hits her at the slightest provocation and relegates her completely to 
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the background in their association. He treats her very poorly and has little or no regards for her. 
But everything changes when Celeste becomes Griselda's partner and the Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) of one of Griselda's businesses. We see a total transformation as Celeste evolves 
from the totally helpless woman to a confident and successful woman. We see the tables turn as 
Manuel begins to accord her respect and is even scared to approach her sometimes. This aligns 
with the basic tenet of our position in this paper: that if women are given opportunities, they 
would unleash their potentials and the economy would be enriched. 
This role displays what a vocation and contribution in affairs can do to an individual in 
raising self-esteem and confidence as well as the outward appearance of one. If every woman is 
encouraged to work, this kind of radical transformation with Celeste will be replicated in the life 
of even the most helpless woman. Perhaps part of Manuel's sadness was as a result of the thought 
of the bills he has to pay at home as we see his character changing gradually from being sad all 
the time to being a bit warm. Manuel exemplifies what happens when only one person bears the 
burden of the family. 
Again, being the only breadwinner in the family gave Manuel absolute powers in the 
home. But this changes when Celeste starts contributing. We see Celeste also being able to have 
a say in the affairs of their daughter and being able to make some demands. Celeste makes 
herself a prized possession so much so that when she asks Manuel to go and apologise to Daniel 
(Adrian Carvajal) and another for his improper behaviour he is reluctant but complies because he 
is aware of the consequences of not doing as told.  
The major male characters in the Telenovela also display a commitment to hard work, 
self-reliance, resilience and contribution to society. Reinaldo Ibarra (Juan Soler), a culinary art 
lover manages the famous restaurant Gourmet Palmer owned by him and Theresa Cristina. He is 
the husband of Theresa Cristina and the father of Patricia. When he loses Gourmet Palmer as a 
result of his marital issues he is not discouraged. He still strives to succeed. He also is 
determined not to accept Griselda's funds as he returns her investments when he finds out she is 
the true investor. He does not let his emotions for Griselda get in the way of his ambition. He 
also does not try to take short cuts by taking advantage of Griselda or Theresa Cristina to enrich 
himself. He is honest, straightforward and hardworking. He also treats his staff with respect and 
does not engage in dirty games. He employs quite a good number of people in the community 
too.  
Still, in the spirit of excellence, hard work and perseverance, Juan Pablo Palmer (Paulo 
Quevedo), Theresa Cristina's brother, unlike Theresa Cristina, is hardworking, focused and fully 
committed to excellence and making a difference. He is interested in seeing results and fully 
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involved in his business. He is Esther's husband till the middle of the series but they divorce later 
because of Esther's desire to have children. Due to his commitment to seeing results, he still 
accepts a working relationship with Esther despite their estranged relationship over the marital 
issues because only Esther can deliver at the time. Juan Pablo also has quite a good number of 
employees in his company thereby helping others with a source of livelihood in the community. 
Gabriel Rodríguez (Ricardo Chavez), is the owner of a Mexican "Tacos Bar". He is a 
hard worker and is totally dedicated to the success of his Bar. Through his business, he is able to 
employ few persons in the community which include Kike, Griselda's son. Gabriel is deeply in 
love with Griselda in most part of the film but this does not in any way affect his business. He is 
totally committed to excellence and the satisfaction of his customers and does not allow any 
sloppy behaviour.  
Iván Rouge (Anthony Lopez), like Reinaldo, Gabriel, and Pablo owns his own business 
with a host of staff where he sells and maintains automobiles. He also is serious about his 
business and emotions do not affect his dealings. His relationship with Paloma is completely 
separated from his business. Also José Enrique "Kike" Salinas Carrasco (Roberto Manrique) 
Griselda's eldest son; Kikito (Emmanuel Perez)'s father, and the husband of Bárbara; works at 
Gabriel's Taco bar to help support his mother and young son. He joins his mother at her 
establishment when it is formed to further assist and contribute to the family. Máximo Durán 
(Jose Guillermo Cortines) even after being declared unfit to fight as a boxer, he takes up the job 
of a boxing trainer. He does not leave things to fate. He continues to strive. He puts his obsession 
for Barbara aside and focuses on his career. In whatever circumstance he excels. On the boxing 
ring and as a trainer he excels. 
Nevertheless, we see laziness and learned helplessness juxtaposed with the positive 
attributes. This juxtaposition gives the film balance. Theresa Cristina Palmer (Maritza 
Rodriguez) Juan Pablo's adopted sister is chief of them all in the laziness and helplessness 
corner. She likes to be stylish and "classy". She does not want to work hard, she just wants to sit 
and be commanding from the castle; having people do everything for her. She is so ashamed of 
her biological mother that she kills her. She associates only with the Palmer family who adopted 
her. She forgets that the Palmer family worked extremely hard to be rich and worked even harder 
to stay there just like their biological son Juan Pablo does in his fashion business. 
In the same vein, Bárbara González de Salinas (Daniela Navarro), María Iris de Silva- 
Iris-Paloma's mother (Alba Roversi), Vanessa Flores (Maria del Pilar Perez) - Rosario Flores' 
niece and Patricia's friend; like most women, look for shortcuts to achieve their aim which 
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ranges from riches, fame and quality relationships. Despite their various efforts to manipulate 
their ways to get ahead, they do not get to the level of the hardworking women. 
Just like these women, José Salinas (Miguel Varoni), Fernando Sosa (Gabriel Valenzuela), Ellio 
Salinas (Lino Martone) and Rafael Alamo (Pablo Azar) try shortcuts to achieve their aims but 
with consequences and they lose out at the end of the day. 
José Antonio Salinas Carrasco (Gabriel Coronel) is the only one among Griselda's 
children who made efforts to attend the university and this was realised through the family's 
efforts. Antonio is overly ambitious and ashamed of his humble upbringing, especially his 
mother's illiteracy and appearance. But this changes when Griselda's life takes a radical 
transformation. He also puts his life on the line for Griselda when she is kidnapped. 
 
‘Less Ego' for Men and a More Collaborative and Inclusive Environment for Women 
 
From the analysis, we see ‘less ego' for men and a more collaborative and inclusive 
environment for women at play. The women are not discriminated against because of their 
gender. They participate and strive equally according to their abilities and their desired 
vocations. Everyone both men and women participate. We do not see women slack. Women 
work as hard as the men to contribute. Griselda Carrasco even works much more than the men in 
the Telenovela. Emotions are set aside and focus on work and delivery is highlighted. This is 
especially displayed in the relationship between Esther and Pablo. They put their marital issues 
aside and work perfectly together.  
Again, the theme of relevance is reflected in the working relationship between Esther and 
Pablo. Esther is the only one who is able to provide concepts for Pablo for his new collection 
launch and their conflict is put aside to achieve results. Esther proved herself and he made the 
environment for the business association to take place. This goes on to buttress the fact that when 
you have skills that people need, no challenge can stand in the way. It does not matter whether 
you are a woman, man, black skin or green skin; the world will beat a path to your doorstep 
when you have the solution to a problem. Without Esther's skills, Juan Pablo would not accept 
her into his company. Thus it is absolutely necessary for every woman to make herself relevant.  
Again, the men in the Telenovela do not act super macho and deny the women 
opportunities to work and pursue their careers. Discouraging women is seriously frowned upon; 
women are encouraged to work, participate and contribute. 
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Conclusion 
No nation can truly consider itself developed through discrimination and marginalisation 
of any gender. Men and women are created to work in complementary roles to each other and 
none can function effectively without the other. It is therefore only by including women, 
encouraging and ensuring they work to contribute can economic growth and total development 
be achieved. If this is not done, the pendulum will always tilt to one side when measuring 
development, because majority of the contribution is from one party. Therefore, men should stop 
seeing it as their responsibility to go out to work and women's role to take care of children or 
cook and take care of ‘the other room.' A job definitely upgrades a woman's personality and 
enables her to contribute to her home and society at large. The world needs the resources that 
women have to offer. Having only men in the challenging work areas puts unnecessary pressure 
on men. The job should be shared and the adequate environment should be created. Every 
woman on her own part should make herself relevant. She should possess skills, knowledge and 
resources to contribute. Only when they show competence can they be accepted as equal partners 
in all situations.  
Every woman has to develop herself and increase their chances and opportunities. Every 
woman should also work; they should not depend on husbands, fathers, uncles, boyfriends and 
cousins but rather should strive to work together to advance the home and help contribute to 
society only then can the world become a better place.  
Recommendations 
Arising from the analysis of Husband for Hire, the following recommendations are made: 
 In order for us to come out from recession, women need to be fully involved. It is not a 
fight for men alone.  
 We should not use culture as an excuse for relegating women. A people make culture, it 
is not the culture that makes a people. 
  Society should begin to change gender roles as it affects women and men. To achieve 
this reorientation of mindsets, we need the media using their gatekeeping functions and 
their cultivation of ideas in the audience to produce films that will appeal to men and 
women to adopt these roles. 
  Women need to be encouraged to step out of being just housewives to a position where 
they can help themselves, their families and society at large. Only by contributing fully 
can a country make progress and achieve economic growth. That is to say, the way out of 
recession and full development requires the contribution of both men and women. It is 
therefore pertinent for movie makers to use the roles portrayed in this Telenovela as a 
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paradigm in the construction of gender roles to achieve a reorientation of men and 
women as well as society at large. 
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